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Abstract. Traditionally, content-based news recommendation is performed by means of the cosine similarity and the TF-IDF weighting
scheme for terms occurring in news messages and user profiles. Semanticsdriven variants like SF-IDF additionally take into account term meaning
by exploiting synsets from semantic lexicons. However, semantics-based
weighting techniques are not able to handle – often crucial – named entities, which are often not present in semantic lexicons. Hence, we extend
SF-IDF by also employing named entity similarities using Bing page
counts. Our proposed method, Bing-SF-IDF, outperforms TF-IDF and
its semantics-driven variants in terms of F1 -scores and kappa statistics.
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Introduction

The Web is an increasingly important source of information, which is mostly
posted in the form of news. However, today’s users are confronted with an overload of information, and hence, many recommendation methods have been developed that aid in filtering and structuring information based on user preferences
or characteristics (captured in user profiles). Traditionally, such content-based
recommender systems are based on term frequencies. A commonly used measure
is the Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [16]. When employing user profiles, these can be translated into vectors of TF-IDF weights.
With a measure like cosine similarity, one can calculate the interestingness of
a new item. For this, TF-IDF weights are computed on every term within a
document.
TF-IDF-based systems do not consider the text semantics, which could be
added by using Web ontologies. A drawback of ontologies is that they are domain dependent, and hence require continuous maintenance. Alternatively, one
could employ synonym sets (synsets) from general semantic lexicons (e.g., WordNet [8]). In earlier work [5], we introduced the Synset Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (SF-IDF) measure, operating on WordNet synsets instead of
terms. We evaluated SF-IDF against TF-IDF and against an other semanticsbased alternative, Semantic Similarity (SS), and demonstrated the benefits of
considering synsets.

Generally, news articles are linked to many named entities. These could provide crucial information when constructing user profiles, yet when performing
synset-based recommendation, they are often not considered. One could enhance
existing semantics-based recommendation methods like SF-IDF by employing
similarities based on page counts gathered by Web search engines, such as Google
or Bing, thus avoiding the use of domain dependent ontologies. Our current endeavors contribute to the state-of-the-art by extending SF-IDF by additionally
considering named entity similarities using Bing page counts. The proposed recommendation method, Bing-SF-IDF, as well as SF-IDF and several semantic
lexicon-driven similarity methods are implemented and evaluated.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we discuss related
work in Section 2. Next, we introduce the semantics-driven Bing-SF-IDF news
recommender in Section 3. Subsequently, we evaluate our performance in Section 4. Last, we draw conclusions and provide some directions for future work
in Section 5.
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Preliminaries

In the field of recommender systems, many different profile-based recommender
systems have been developed. Their main difference lies in the implemented
similarity measures for calculating news item and user profile similarities.
2.1

TF-IDF

The de facto standard of similarity measures found in literature is TF-IDF, combined with cosine similarities [14]. The TF-IDF method consists of two parts,
i.e., term frequency tf (t, d) and inverse document frequency idf (t, d). It operates on terms T in documents D and measures the number of occurrences n of
term t ∈ T in document d ∈ D, expressed as a fraction of the total number of
occurrences of all k terms in document d:
nt,d
.
(1)
tf (t, d) = P
k nk,d
The inverse document frequency expresses the occurrence of a term t in a set
of documents D and is defined as:
idf (t, d) = log

|D|
,
|{d : t ∈ d}|

(2)

where |D| is the total amount of documents in the set of documents to compare,
and d : t ∈ d represents the amount of documents containing term t. Next, T (t, d)
is obtained by multiplying tf (t, d) and idf (t, d):
T (t, d) = tf (t, d) × idf (t, d) .

(3)

Subsequently, for every term t in document d, the TF-IDF value is computed
and stored in a vector A(d). This computation is performed for all documents

in D. Then, we obtain the similarity between a set of terms from news item du
and user profile dr using the cosine similarity measure:
simT (du , dr ) =

A(du ) · A(dr )
.
||A(du )|| × ||A(dr )||

(4)

After every unread news document has been assigned a similarity value (with
respect to the user profile), all unread news items with similarities higher than
a cut-off value are recommended to the user.
2.2

SF-IDF

One of the main drawbacks of TF-IDF is that semantics are not considered. This
causes synonyms to be mistakenly counted as separate terms, and homonyms as
one term. Therefore, semantics-based similarity measures have been proposed,
such as the Synset Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency (SF-IDF) [5], i.e.,
a TF-IDF variant which makes use of synonym sets (synsets) from a semantic
lexicon (e.g., WordNet [8]) instead of terms. These synsets are obtained after a
word sense disambiguation procedure. When replacing term t by synset s, the
SF-IDF formulas are:
ns,d
sf (s, d) = P
,
(5)
k nk,d
|D|
,
(6)
idf (s, d) = log
|{d : s ∈ d}|
S(s, d) = sf (s, d) × idf (s, d) ,
(7)
simS (du , dr ) =

A(du ) · A(dr )
.
||A(du )|| × ||A(dr )||

(8)

News item recommendation is subsequently performed in a similar manner
as for the TF-IDF method, using the cosine similarity measure and a cut-off
value.
2.3

Semantic Similarity

The Semantic Similarity (SS) method [5] compares synsets from unread news
items with those of the user profile by employing pairs between the elements of
the two sets with a common part-of-speech (i.e., they elements share a linguistic
category such as a verb or a noun). We define V = U × R, i.e., the Cartesian
product of U and R containing all possible combinations of synsets from the
unread news item du , referred to as U , and the union of synsets from the user
profile dr , denoted by R. Here uk and rl denote synsets from the unread news
item and user profile, and k and l are the number of available synsets. A subset
of V containing all the combinations with common parts-of-speech is defined as
W = {(u, r) ∈ V : P OS(u) = P OS(r)}, where P OS(u) and P OS(r) describe
the part-of-speech of synsets u and r in the unread news item and user profile,
respectively.

For every combination in W , a similarity rank is computed. This rank measures the semantic distance between synsets u and r when represented as nodes
in a hierarchy of ‘is-a’ relationships:
P
sim(u, r)
simSS (W ) =

(u,r)∈W

|W |

.

(9)

Here, sim(u, r) denotes the similarity rank between the synsets u and r, and the
number of combinations between the synsets from the unread news item and the
user profile is denoted by |W |. Again, similar to TF-IDF and SF-IDF, the ranks
which are higher than a specific cut-off value are recommended to the user.
The similarity rank sim(u, r) can be computed in various ways. Some make
use of the information content (the negative logarithm of the sum of all probabilities of all the words in the synset). For instance, the Jiang & Conrath [11]
measure uses the information content of both the synsets and the lowest common
subsumer, while Lin’s measure [13] makes use of the logarithms of the chances
of appearance of both nodes and the lowest common subsumer. Resnik’s measure [15] on the other hand maximizes the information content of the lowest
common subsumer of the two nodes. The Leacock & Chodorow [12] and Wu &
Palmer [18] measures on the other hand make use of the path length between
the nodes. The path length is either the shortest path between the two nodes
(Leacock & Chodorow) or the depth from a node to the top node (Wu & Palmer).
2.4

Enhancements

Recent studies have shown that the more a pair of entities co-occur on Web sites,
the more likely it is that there is a similarity between both entities [3]. Therefore,
one could enhance existing semantics-based recommendation methods, such as
SF-IDF and SS, by (additionally) employing similarities based on page counts
gathered by Web search engines, such as Google or Bing.
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Bing-SF-IDF Recommendation

Like most semantics-based news recommendation methods, Bing-SF-IDF operates on a user profile, containing all currently read news items. For each unread
news item, a similarity score between the news article and the user profile is
computed. In case a similarity score exceeds a predefined cut-off value, the corresponding news item is recommended. In essence, the Bing-SF-IDF similarity
score is a weighted average of two similarity scores. The Bing component expresses similarities between named entities, whereas SF-IDF measures the similarities between synsets.
The Bing similarity score takes into account the named entities that do not
occur in a semantic lexicon, by deriving them from news articles through a named
entity recognizer. For this, we consider an unread news item du and user profile
dr , which can be described respectively using two sets of named entities, i.e.,

U = {u1 , u2 , . . . , uk } , R = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rl }. Here, ui (where 1 ≤ i ≤ k) represents
a named entity in the unread news item U , rj (where 1 ≤ j ≤ l) describes a
named entity in the user profile R, and k and l are the number of named entities
in the unread news item and in the user profile, respectively.
Next, we construct a vector V = U × R containing all possible pairs of
named entities from the unread news item du and the user profile dr . Then,
between-pair similarity is measured using search engine page counts, i.e., the
number of Web pages found by the Bing Web search engine containing a named
entity or a pair of named entities. For every pair (u, r) in V we compute the
page rank-based Point-Wise Mutual Information (PMI) co-occurrence similarity
measure [4], which we define as:
simP M I (u, r) = log

c(u,r)
N
c(u)
c(r)
N × N

,

(10)

where c(u, r) denotes the page count for the pair (u, r) of named entities. Moreover, c(u) and c(r) are the page counts for the named entities u from the unread
news item and r from the user profile, respectively, and N is the amount of Web
pages indexed by Bing (∼15 billion).
Last, the Bing similarity score is defined as the average of the PMI similarity
scores over all named entity pairs:
P
simP M I (u, r)
simB (V ) =

(u,r)∈V

.

|V |

(11)

Next, we can combine the Bing score simB and SF-IDF similarity score
simS for every unread news item du and user profile dr . We employ min-max
normalization between 0 and 1 on both sets of similarity scores, and subsequently
take the weighted average of these scores:
simB (du , dr ) − min simB (du , dr )
simB (du , dr ) =

u

max simB (du , dr ) − min simB (du , dr )
u

,

(12)

,

(13)

u

simS (du , dr ) − min simS (du , dr )
simS (du , dr ) =

u

max simS (du , dr ) − min simS (du , dr )
u

u

simBS (du , dr ) = α × simB (du , dr ) + (1 − α) × simS (du , dr ) .

(14)

Here, weight α is optimized during testing on a training set. All the unread news
items which have a similarity score that exceeds the predefined cut-off value are
recommended to the user.
Our framework is implemented as an extension to the Ceryx [5] plugin of
the Hermes News Portal (HNP) [9]. The Java-based HNP operates based on
user profiles and processes news items from RSS feeds, while making use of
an expert-created OWL domain ontology. News items are classified using the
GATE natural language processing software [7] and the WordNet [8] semantic

lexicon. The semantics-based methods make use of the Stanford Log-Linear Partof-Speech Tagger [17], Lesk Word Sense Disambiguation [10], and the Alias-i’s
LingPipe 4.1.0 [1] Named Entity Recognizer. Page counts are collected with the
Bing API 2.0 [2].
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Evaluation

For our evaluation of the performance of Bing-SF-IDF compared against its alternatives, we collected 100 news articles from a Reuters news feed on technology
companies. Although the set of articles appears to be rather small, the limited
number of articles is motivated by the fact that subsequent annotation steps
require a lot of effort from the annotators, and hence for now we suffice with
100 annotated news articles. In our experiments, three experts classified these
articles based on eight given topics. Out of these user ratings, a user profile was
constructed for every topic using a minimum inter-annotator agreement (IAA)
of 66% The overall agreement was on average 90%. For each topic, the result set
is split proportionally into a training set (60%) for creating the user profile and
a test set (40%) for evaluation.
4.1

Experimental Set-Up

In order to evaluate our proposed recommendation method, we compare the
performance to the performance of the TF-IDF [16], SF-IDF [5], and five SS
recommendation methods [11–13, 15, 18] in terms of F1 (i.e., the harmonic mean
of precision and recall scores) and kappa statistics [6] (measuring whether the
proposed classification is better than a random guess), which are the norm in
this context. We additionally report on accuracy, precision, recall, sensitivity,
and specificity. Moreover, we analyze graphs of F1 and kappa statistics over the
full range of cut-off values and assess the significance of the results using a onetailed two-sample paired Student t-test with a level of 95% significance. Last, we
optimize the α-value used in Bing-SF-IDF using a genetic algorithm, which aims
to maximize F1 -scores. The genetic algorithm is executed with a population of
150, a mutation probability of 0.1, elitism of 50, and a maximum number of 25
generations.
4.2

Experimental Results

The average performance for each recommender is displayed in Table 1. From
this, we can conclude that Bing-SF-IDF outperforms all recommenders, and
demonstrates to be a substantial improvement over SF-IDF method which served
as a basis for our proposed extension. Also, the Jiang & Conrath recommender
shows good overall performance. The graphs in Figures 1(a) and 1(b) provide
a closer look into the F1 -scores and kappa statistics for all cut-off values and
support these findings. Figure 1(a) shows that for high cut-off values (i.e., above
0.3), Bing-SF-IDF outperforms all other recommenders in terms of F1 . For the

Table 1. Average test results for Bing-SF-IDF (BS), SF-IDF (S), Jiang & Conrath
(J&C), Leacock & Chodorow (L&C), Lin (L), Resnik (R), Wu & Palmer (W&P), and
TF-IDF (T).

BS
S
J&C
L&C
L
R
W&P
T

Acc. Prec. Rec. F1 Sens. Spec. Kappa
0.81 0.69 0.53 0.58 0.53 0.91 0.46
0.65 0.68 0.43 0.37 0.37 0.76 0.32
0.72 0.73 0.48 0.45 0.47 0.82 0.31
0.55 0.44 0.58 0.39 0.58 0.54 0.11
0.51 0.38 0.53 0.34 0.53 0.51 0.03
0.60 0.55 0.57 0.42 0.57 0.61 0.17
0.57 0.46 0.59 0.40 0.59 0.55 0.13
0.75 0.83 0.44 0.45 0.43 0.88 0.34
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(a) F1 -scores.

Kappa

F1

other recommendation methods, performances do not differ a lot within the
high range of cut-off values. For low cut-off values, on the other hand, TF-IDF
performs best.
The kappa statistic, which is plotted in Figure 1(b), measures whether the
proposed classifications are better than random guessing. Positive scores (better
than random) are preferred over negative scores (worse than random) or scores
of exactly 0 (same as random). The Bing-SF-IDF recommender scores a higher
kappa statistic than the other recommenders for high cut-off values, indicating
that the Bing-SF-IDF recommender seems to have more classification power
than the others. Also, TF-IDF and the semantics-based SF-IDF and Jiang &
Conrath SS methods show good performance.
The statistical significance of the results is assessed in Tables 2 and 3. We can
deduce that Bing-SF-IDF significantly outperforms all other approaches in terms
of F1 -scores and kappa statistics. Also, TF-IDF performs well, as it significantly
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(b) Kappa statistics.

Fig. 1. F1 -scores and kappa statistics measured for the Bing-SF-IDF (BS), SF-IDF
(S), Jiang & Conrath (J&C), Leacock & Chodorow (L&C), Lin (L), Resnik (R), Wu
& Palmer (W&P), and TF-IDF (T) recommenders for various cut-off values.

Table 2. One-tailed two-sample paired Student t-test p-values for the F1 -measure
averages for the Bing-SF-IDF (BS), SF-IDF (S), Jiang & Conrath (J&C), Leacock
& Chodorow (L&C), Lin (L), Resnik (R), Wu & Palmer (W&P), and TF-IDF (T)
recommenders (H0 : µcolumn = µrow , H1 : µcolumn > µrow , α = 0.05).
BS
BS
S
J&C
L&C
L
R
W&P
T

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

S J&C L&C
1.00 1.00 1.00
0.00 0.03
1.00
1.00
0.97 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
1.00 0.00 1.00
0.99 0.00 0.93
1.00 0.41 1.00

L
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

R W&P T
1.00 1.00 1.00
0.00 0.01 0.00
1.00 1.00 0.59
0.00 0.07 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
1.00
1.00 0.01
1.00 0.00
0.00
1.00 0.99 1.00

Table 3. One-tailed two-sample paired Student t-test p-values for the kappa statistic
averages for the Bing-SF-IDF (BS), SF-IDF (S), Jiang & Conrath (J&C), Leacock
& Chodorow (L&C), Lin (L), Resnik (R), Wu & Palmer (W&P), and TF-IDF (T)
recommenders (H0 : µcolumn = µrow , H1 : µcolumn > µrow , α = 0.05).
BS
BS
S
J&C
L&C
L
R
W&P
T

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

S J&C L&C
1.00 1.00 1.00
0.56 1.00
0.44
1.00
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 1.00
0.00 0.00 1.00
1.00 1.00 1.00

L
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

R W&P T
1.00 1.00 1.00
1.00 1.00 0.00
1.00 1.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00
1.00
1.00 0.00
1.00 0.00
0.00
1.00 1.00 1.00

outperforms SF-IDF and all SS methods when it comes to kappa statistics, yet it
does not significantly outperform the Jiang & Conrath SS method in terms of F1 .
SF-IDF merely outperforms one recommender in terms of F1 (Lin SS), but seems
to do better in terms of kappa statistics. The worst performing recommendation
method overall is Lin SS, which is significantly outperformed by all methods on
both measures.
Last, an evaluation of the optimized α-values for all cut-off values leads to
various insights. For Bing-SF-IDF, scores are weighted using an average optimized α of 0.52 (with a standard deviation of 0.29). Hence, a substantial weight
is given to both the Bing similarities and the synsets, underlining the importance of both proposed extensions. Worth noting is that the higher the cut-off,
the higher the value of α. This indicates that Bing similarities become more
important when a high precision is required. For lower cut-off values, i.e., when
the focus is more on high recall, named entities seem less relevant and synsets
alone are more than adequate for recommending news items.

5

Conclusions

In general, news recommendation is performed using the cosine similarity and
the term-based TF-IDF weighting scheme. However, semantics-driven methods,
which take into account term meaning, are able to handle news information
in a better way. Such methods exploit semantic lexicon synsets and the cosine
similarity (SF-IDF) or make use of semantic similarities (SS). However, they do
not take into account named entities, which are usually not present in semantic
lexicons.
Hence, we extended the state-of-the-art SF-IDF recommendation method by
also taking into account named entities using Bing page counts. Our proposed
method, Bing-SF-IDF, has been implemented in Ceryx, an extension to the Hermes news personalization service. Our evaluation on 100 financial news messages
and 8 topics showed that Bing-SF-IDF significantly outperforms TF-IDF as well
as other semantic methods with respect to F1 -scores and kappa statistics.
The discussed recommenders are based on synsets from a single semantic
lexicon. However, this still creates a dependency on the information available in
such lexicons. Therefore, as future work, we would like to investigate a way to
combine multiple semantic lexicons. Moreover, it would be worthwhile to explore
the possibilities of employing semantic relations from semantic lexicons, or to
perform additional analysis on similar Bing-based named entity extensions to
other recommendation methods, such as SS.
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